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Behold the Herzberg HG-8028-50, an epitome of innovation in the realm of heavy-duty hauling – witness the 50L Wheel
Barrow Dump Cart. Crafted to transcend the limitations of conventional wheelbarrows, this cart emerges as a paragon of
sophistication and functionality, seamlessly marrying cutting-edge engineering with aesthetic allure.

 

With an impressive maximum capacity of 200 kgs, the Herzberg 50L Dump Cart redefines the art of hauling. Its structural
prowess is underscored by a high-grade powdered coated steel frame and a bed crafted from high-density poly plastic,
resulting in a union of strength and elegance. The four-wheel configuration ushers in a new era of stability, ensuring an even
distribution of weight that gracefully navigates the contours of your garden or any hauling terrain.

 



Ease of assembly takes center stage, facilitated by the user-friendly rectangular metal frame, while the exceptional
maneuverability is a testament to the cart's superior design, effortlessly handling tight turns with finesse. The high-quality
poly plastic bed, a paragon of durability and cleanliness, bravely shoulders the burden of heavy loads such as dirt, gravel,
mulch, or plants.

 

The Herzberg 50L Dump Cart is not merely a utility; it's a symphony of thoughtful design elements. Ample ground clearance
ensures graceful navigation around obstacles, while the soft, padded pull handle invites a comfortable grip, sparing your
hands from undue strain during prolonged use.

 

Tailored for both seasoned lawn professionals and casual garden enthusiasts, this cart boasts an array of features, including a
soft padded pull handle, an easy-release unload mechanism, and a rust-resistant poly bed. The 10-inch pneumatic tires,
designed for all terrains, promise a velvety-smooth ride even over challenging landscapes. Storage becomes a breeze with the
extra-long handle that folds effortlessly, providing a compact footprint.

 

 

Features:

Impressive Loading Capacity: Boasting a maximum hauling capacity of 200 kgs, the Herzberg Dump Cart effortlessly
handles substantial loads, making it an indispensable tool for a wide range of tasks. Durable Construction: Engineered with
a high-grade powdered coated steel frame and a high-density poly plastic bed, this cart ensures unparalleled durability,
longevity, and resilience to withstand the rigors of everyday use. Four-Wheel Stability: The unique four-wheel design
provides exceptional stability, distributing weight evenly for enhanced balance during maneuvers. Experience confidence in
navigating various terrains with ease. User-Friendly Assembly: The thoughtfully designed rectangular metal frame ensures
a quick and hassle-free assembly process, allowing you to embark on your hauling tasks swiftly and efficiently. Effortless
Maneuverability: Take advantage of improved maneuverability with the Herzberg 50L Dump Cart. Its design facilitates
easy navigation around obstacles and tight turns, offering unparalleled control in your garden or workspace. Easy Release
Unload Mechanism: Streamline your workflow with the easy-release unload mechanism. This feature simplifies the
unloading process, saving you valuable time and effort with each use. Rust-Resistant Poly Bed: The poly plastic bed is not
only rust-resistant but also provides a clean and durable surface. It's designed to handle a variety of materials, from dirt and
gravel to mulch and plants, ensuring versatility in your tasks. Comfortable Handling: The soft and padded pull handle is
crafted for your comfort, reducing strain on your hands and allowing for a comfortable grip, even during extended use. All-
Terrain Pneumatic Tires: Equipped with 10-inch pneumatic tires, this cart effortlessly conquers all terrains. Enjoy a
smooth and reliable performance whether you're navigating rough surfaces or smooth pathways. Compact Storage: The
extra-long handle conveniently folds under for easy storage, maximizing space efficiency in your garage or shed. Versatile
Bed Dimensions: The carefully designed bed dimensions offer versatility in hauling a variety of materials, providing a
solution for different tasks in your garden or workspace.  Experience seamless navigation around obstacles with ample
ground clearance, ensuring the cart easily maneuvers over uneven surfaces and ordinary obstacles.

 

 

Specifications:

Brand Name: Herzberg Color: Green Box Material: High-Grade Poly Plastic Frame Material: High-Grade Powder Coated
Steel Normal Hauling Capacity: 50 L Max Hauling Capacity: 200 kgs Max Speed: 10 km/hr Product Weight: 13.50 kgs
Tires: 10-inch Pneumatic Tires

EAN : 5404035004562



Weight : 14.50 Kg

Volume : 0.08448 m3

(L x l x H) : 88.00 cm x 48.00 cm x 20.00 cm

Box 1  units

Pallet 17  (Units)

Box dimensions 88cm x 48cm x 20cm

Link to the product

https://www.msy.be/herzberg-hg802850-50l-wheel-barrow-dump-cart-xml-246-4197.html

